
iControl  ESI  to  Celebrate
eDiscovery  Day  in  Dallas
Event
Event, Dec. 1
The iControl ESI Team will celebrate eDiscovery Day Thursday,
Dec. 1, in downtown Dallas with three hours of CLE training.

Legal  Holds:  Educating
Company  Employees  about
Document Preservation
Event, Nov. 17, 1 p.m. EST
Companies  that  do  not  take  reasonable  steps  to  preserve
relevant information risk sanctions. Companies must swiftly
and clearly communicate legal holds to employees that have
relevant  information  so  that  the  employees  can  take
appropriate action to identify, collect, and properly preserve
the information, intact and without alteration.

Get Judicial Insights on 10
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Key E-Discovery Cases
Insight
At the 2016 Conference on Preservation Excellence, Zapproved
asked six judges to weigh in on 10 such cases in an hour. A
complete discussion summary is available for downloading.

The Comprehensive Guide to E-
Discovery Preservation
E-Book
Exterro has published “The Comprehensive Guide to E-Discovery
Preservation,” an e-book that discusses how to incorporate
preservation  principles  into  the  legal  process  that  will
enable defensible and proportional policies.

19  E-Discovery  Tips  for
Fixing  Troublesome
Transitions
E-book
This e-book contains a series of tips and best practices to
smooth out those bumps that fall in the gaps between the well-
defined parts of the e-discovery process before the review
stage, including transition tips.
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Key  E-Discovery  Concepts:
Processing 101 for Attorneys
Insight
kCura offers a close look at key concepts behind processing —
a technical but critical aspect of any e-discovery project.

Download: Comprehensive Guide
to  E-Discovery  Project
Management
Insight
Exterro  has  published  an  e-book  on  e-discovery  project
management, which shows how to incorporate project management
principles and tools into your legal process.

Taking  Control  of  Corporate
Discovery: What It Means for
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Outside Counsel
Event, July 21, 3-7 p.m. EDT
Bloomberg  BNA’s  Big  Law  Business,  in  partnership  with
Catalyst, will present a complimentary live event, “Taking
Control of Corporate Discovery: What It Means for Outside
Counsel,” Thursday, July 21, in New York.

Court  Grants  Discovery  on
Individual  Defendants’
Personal Computers and Email
News
A magistrate judge has found that a plaintiff’s request for
individual  defendants  to  search  for  and  produce  certain
documents from their personal computers and email accounts was
not “unduly intrusive or burdensome” because the request was
limited in time frame and the parties had agreed to search
terms,  according  to  a  report  by  Doug  Austin  on
eDiscoverydaily.

Get  the  Complete  Guide  to
Preservation  Case  Law
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2008-2016
Download
Zapproved  has  published  its  updated  Preservation  Case  Law
Summaries 2008-2016, the definitive guide to preservation case
law with summaries tagged by venue, sanction and topic.

eTERA  Consulting  to  Host
Webinar on Social Media and
eDiscovery
Event, May 19, 11 a.m. EDT
eTERA Consulting, a data and technology management company,
will present a complimentary webinar focused on eDiscovery and
social media on May 19, 2016 at 11 a.m. EDT.

Recommind  and  Hire  Counsel
Expand Alliance
News
Recommind, a developer of advanced analytics software, today
announced that its alliance partner, Hire Counsel, has offered
a unique fixed-price document review model to solve price
uncertainty issues in eDiscovery.
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Reducing  E-Discovery  Costs
without  Sacrificing
Defensibility
White Paper
Exterro  has  published  a  new  white  paper  that  features  e-
discovery insights by Aaron Crews, Head of E-Discovery at
Walmart, along with other e-discovery experts, on creating a
defensible, yet cost-effective process.

New eBook: Learn Technologies
for Superior Fact-Finding
eBook
Modern investigations turn on electronically stored evidence,
which  presents  unique  challenges  both  in  finding  critical
information and scaling efforts to cull and analyze large
volumes of data.

Adversarial Cooperation – The
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New Legal Oxymoron?
White Paper
What “cooperation” means specifically in the predictive coding
context has not been answered conclusively, but transparency
should  be  paramount  (as  long  as  it  doesn’t  compromise
strategy).

Zapproved  E-Discovery
Processing  Speed  Exceeds
1TB/hour  Using  True  Cloud
Computing
NEWS
Zapproved Inc. announced demonstration of what it calls “a
major  technological  advancement  in  electronic  discovery  by
processing data at a rate exceeding one terabyte per hour”
using Digital Discovery Pro.

Information  Governance  Hard
to Achieve, Worth Effort to
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Protect Data
Article
Information governance is a goal worth pursuing to protect the
privacy of sensitive data and ensure organizations can meet
discovery requests.

Lighthouse  eDiscovery
Announces Web-Based Reporting
Tool
NEWS
Ediscovery  services  and  consulting  company  Lighthouse
eDiscovery has announced the launch of its latest product,
Lighthouse Navigate.

Everlaw  and  DSi  Partner
Announce  Ediscovery
Partnership
NEWS
Legal  technology  company  Everlaw  Inc.  and  legal  services
company  DSi  has  announced  a  partnership  to  deliver  full-
service ediscovery.
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Thomson  Reuters  Launches
eDiscovery Point
NEWS
Thomson Reuters has released a new product called eDiscovery
Point, which the company says can transform the legal market
with a faster and easier-to-use platform.
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